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POLITECNICO DI MILANO 
ENVISIONS THE FUTURE

The first draft of the Strategic Plan 2020-2022 of Politecnico di Milano dates 
back to late 2019, before the spread of the COVID-19 contagion and of its 
dramatic consequences, which the whole world is currently facing.

The Ministry of University and Research requires the definition of a three-
year strategic plan from universities, and we interpreted the demand by 
turning an internal task into a public commitment. Indeed, we drew up a map 
to guide our university’s progress amidst the challenges, benefits and pitfalls 
of the next three years.

At that time, we would never have even faintly imagined the limitations 
experienced to contain the spread of the pandemic, the burden of anxiety 
and of deaths, the effort made by medical staff and by those who guaranteed 
essential services. We would never have dreamt of being so vulnerable, and 
yet so determined and capable of facing an emergency. We would never 
have thought we were about to face the most severe Italian and international 
economic and social crisis since World War II.

Politecnico di Milano strongly reacted to the situation. The necessary “social 
distancing” measures provided a new perspective and thanks to “distance 
learning” we let more than forty thousand students regularly complete the 
academic year 2019-2020. The sense of duty and the value of commitment 
led us to open our laboratories to companies and institutions operating on 
the front line. Furthermore, we designed new scenarios for a new beginning, 
projects we submitted to political decision-makers.

Hence, we postponed the publication of the Strategic Plan in order to review 
it with a newfound awareness several months later. It is true that the 
circumstances experienced have challenged our approach, but only 
to strengthen it. This is the case because our vision is correctly centred on 
the individual, on the person’s value, on collective responsibility.
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This publication is a synthesis of discussions and conversations led with 
various actors: companies and institutions, both local and international; 
Italian and foreign universities; yesterday’s and today’s students, and our 
many Alumni. We are even more convinced that the success of our goals 
depends on the participation, support and contribution of all active subjects 
in the economic and decisional context.

Let’s start from this sense of community and of sharing, to put the 
Country back on its feet again. To rethink the university’s role and its 
mission, which is not merely to hand down and renew knowledge, but to 
train skilled and responsible citizens: tomorrow’s leaders.

And though three years is a limited timeframe, considering the very nature 
of our institution, we decided to be ambitious, convinced that our fate, as a 
university, is closely related to that of the Country looking ahead, to Europe 
and to the world.

Politecnico di Milano’s Strategic Plan 2020-2022 conveys the image of a 
cultural institution that plans on playing a leading role, determined to place its 
know-how at the service of growth to make the most of opportunities offered 
by technology. Willing to transform risks into opportunities and to find, in the 
European identity, the only possible driving force for the development of local 
communities. An institution that is proud to offer its contribution, which is 
necessary today more than ever.

Ranking first among Italian technical universities, and a symbol of Milano, 
the Politecnico has clearly outlined its mission in order to define the strategic 
guidelines for the next three years. Precisely, to be a European leading 
university accepting the challenges of innovation to face the core themes of 
tomorrow’s society.

Ferruccio Resta 
Rector of Politecnico di Milano

MACRO TRENDS

The economic and financial rationale that has underpinned wealth, 
especially in western countries, in the past century, has determined the 
cultural growth of the population and subsequent access to university 
education. However, the recent crisis of financial markets and the medical 
emergency have revealed the limitations of policies adopted, producing 
a contraction in the economic cycle, a strong competition between 
national production systems, and an increase in the social divide. Failure 
to implement environmental interventions and the consequences of 
the pandemic now require us to urgently face the important issues of 
sustainability and of life sciences.

Technology is an essential tool in this context, more than in the past, 
to relaunch and guide geographically and socially balanced economic 
development. A tool that must be guided both ethically and responsibly. 
The reference is not only to digital technologies, but also, for instance, to 
nanotechnologies, to genomics, and to biotechnologies. Their increasingly 
complex, intangible and extensive use exposes mankind to a risk of 
unbalanced power and to new challenges that, both in terms of dimension 
and effect, cross the national borders in an increasingly interconnected 
manner.

In this global framework, which is also characterised by a flow of people 
seeking growth opportunities by moving from countries in distress to 
industrialised nations, from rural areas to concentrated urban settings, 
we are witnessing the transformation of metropolitan areas into actual 
development drivers. They have turned into points of attraction of capitals 
and high quality human resources, into local ecosystems that are becoming 
sites of attraction and new projects. Urban organisms that, in the light 
of recent developments triggered by the pandemic, have to rethink their 
function, redesign new spaces and new forms of social interaction. This is 
where the goals of the new millennium will be focused. 



ANALISI

THE GEOPOLITICAL SCENE

Currently, United States and China rule the global scene in terms of 
gross domestic product, of growth and of technological innovation, thus 
increasing the strength of their respective national identities. Moreover, 
the crisis generated by COVID-19 has further enhanced aggressive policies, 
which could change the very concept of globalisation as we consider it 
today, a synonym for interconnection and relations. The expected scenario 
is an international economic system made up of two centres, which 
are mutually isolated, with clear economic, socio-political and cultural 
repercussions and imbalances.

Europe, which should be the third actor in the global scene, is 
experiencing the failure of policies implemented in recent years and a 
stalemate phase characterised by centrifugal forces fuelling the spirits 
of nationalism and independence, which economically oppose each other. 
Thus divided, the European archipelago appears increasingly isolated and 
less influential. However, Europe is reacting by implementing extensive 
supportive measures and by promoting common tools. The Country’s future, 
its standing and response to new challenges depend on our skill to fully 
exploit the benefits they entail.

Italy, which has long lacked a far-sighted economic and industrial policy, 
and has, mostly, neglected all investments in education, research and 
development, is the victim of its internal fragility (from low educational 
standards to the small size of companies), which is hindering the Country’s 
progress and power to restart. A Country that would, instead, benefit by 
long-term policies capable of establishing a dialogue with Europe and 
with the world, of planning a firmly grounded and long-lasting economic 
recovery.
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL SCENE

In the international scene, we are witnessing an accelerated and widespread 
technological transformation offering considerable opportunities. Big 
data, artificial intelligence, self-driving vehicles, autonomous robots, 
additive manufacturing and biotechnologies: these are some of the topics 
most widely referred to when designing our present and outlining our 
future.

Many industries as well as our daily living will be drastically 
transformed by technology: healthcare, mobility, natural resources, cultural 
heritage and connectivity. We are witnessing the ongoing digitisation 
of services, companies, cities and territories. The most important 
impact can already be observed in the labour market and professional 
world. The decisive game is played here. Its outcome will measure the 
ability of individual countries to support the future of youth, of workforce, 
of companies and of institutions.

The experience of the lockdown, the economic reorganisation demanded 
by the medical emergency, its long-term consequences and our ability to 
react and reorganise social and productive activities will be a powerful 
driver for technological development.

Hence, our ability to reduce the gap between those who will make the 
most of these transformations and those who, instead, will not keep up 
with technological and global growth dynamics, will be essential. 

Between those who will perceive and exploit the potential offered by the 
technological innovation, and those who will only notice its risks. Between 
those who will make daring choices and those who will only experience the 
limitations. Between those who will create a global system and those who 
will choose to remain rooted to the local context.
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TOWARDS 2040

A few years ago, Polimi 2040 was conceived to stimulate and share new 
visions on education and on university research, to foresee possible 
developments, symmetries and interactions with the socioeconomic 
context. The project is designed to support Politecnico di Milano with a 
long-term rationale by analysing the transformation processes of technical 
universities in Europe and in the world, and by considering the functional 
choices they are called to make.

This was the starting point to outline the next steps for our university, based 
on a survey that clearly indicates the difficulties Europe will experience 
over the forthcoming years in maintaining its role in the academic 
and scientific world. From this perspective, only the most prestigious 
American universities will maintain their high reputation, while Asian ones 
are experiencing a powerful international growth. Italy, on the other hand, 
is weak, compared to the rest of Europe. It ranks very low for university 
education and for STEM disciplines (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Mathematics). Funds intended for research, even private research, are far 
from the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development) 
countries average value. The number of graduates is still too low.

Despite an unfavourable situation, Politecnico di Milano remains 
competitive, ranking among the first twenty universities in the world in 
its three study and research areas: architecture, design and engineering.

REDEFINING THE UNIVERSITY’S ROLE
COMPARING CONTEXTS

Source: Polimi2040 survey

OECD 37%

OECD

ITALY 18%

ITALY

BENCHMARK 
REFERENCE TECHNICAL 

UNIVERSITIES
POLITECNICO

DI MILANO

GRADUATES 
OR PhD HOLDERS

OECD 2.3% ITALY 1.3% INVESTMENTS / GDP

50,000 € 10,000 €BUDGET PER STUDENT

8 17RATIO
STUDENT / PROFESSOR 

3 0.8RATIO
PhD STUDENT  / PROFESSOR

GROUNDBREAKING 
RESEARCH CAPABLE OF FACING 

GLOBAL CHALLENGES
ECOSYSTEM

STRATEGIC CHOICES FOR TECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES

RESEARCH WITH 
EFFECTS ON THE LOCAL 

ECOSYSTEM
VS

AUTONOMOUS CENTRE BASED 
ON THE “SUPER RESEARCH 

UNIVERSITY” MODEL
MODELS

NODE OF A NETWORK BASED 
ON COMPLEMENTARITY 

AND EXCELLENCE
VS

AUTONOMY 
AND COMPETITION IN THE 

KNOWLEDGE MARKET
RESOURCES

INTERDEPENDENCE IN THE 
PUBLIC MODEL EDUCATION 

AND RESEARCH 
VS

STRENGTHENING 
SPECIFIC SCIENTIFIC AND 

CULTURAL IDENTITIES
THEMES

ORIENTATION TOWARDS
THEMES THAT MOSTLY MARK 

A GLOBAL TREND 
VS
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OUR VISION

Considering the situation described so far, we have defined a future 
perspective that is based on the belief that technology can be the driving 
force for responsible development, if it has a plan and is not an end 
unto itself. If it is capable of interacting with social sciences and 
humanities, so that the innovation brought by technical disciplines can be 
managed effectively, inclusively and sustainably, in compliance with both 
individual and local needs.

The need to develop strategies and to perform actions in the framework 
of international alliances is clear. We are aware that Europe is the only 
possible path: only by favouring the continuous and profitable exchange 
of people and of knowledge we will be able to strengthen common values 
and a feeling of belonging. This is the only way to acquire the necessary 
perspective to face the great social challenges that cross the national 
borders.

Finally, during this difficult reorganisation phase, Milano’s role as a vital 
node in the European network must be updated. A city where art and 
science are interwoven, integrated with the regional and national territory, 
Milano can become a centre of attraction and of social, technological and 
economic development in the global scene by focusing on topics such as 
health, environment, mobility and solidarity in favour of weaker categories 
of citizens.

These are the basic elements of our vision for the future, to claim our role 
as a leading technical university in Europe.

12
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OUR MISSION

The university system mirrors the geopolitical context. On the one hand, 
the United States counts some of the best universities in the technology 
and life sciences sectors. On the other hand, South East Asia shows a 
considerable growth in certain prestigious academic settings, such as 
Tokyo, Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai.

Despite the difficulties observed, Europe’s university system ensures 
cohesion and sharing of certain founding values: the central role 
of the person and the sense of community, an open-minded approach 
and mutual respect, the importance of diversity, of analytical and critical 
thinking, besides the merit of creating companies and of setting goals for 
innovation. A university system that was one of the first to provide answers 
to the threats generated by a global crisis, which has assigned a leading 
role to science, and to the values of competence and of commitment.

We have to start from here to defend our identity and to redefine Europe’s 
active role in the international scene by building a model of close alliances 
between leading universities. Politecnico di Milano focuses on this model 
to define its role and to face the important issues common to leading 
universities worldwide. We have thus clearly defined our mission for the 
next three years: we shall be a

“European Leading University”, capable of guiding research and 
scientific and technological innovation to improve human life in a 
sustainable and responsible way.



POLITECNICO DI MILANO TODAY

On one hand, Politecnico di Milano ranks among the leading universities 
in the world (according to the QS World University Ranking, it is one of 
the top 20 in each of the three disciplinary fields). It is widely acclaimed 
because of the high standards of its graduates (over 90% finds employment 
one year after graduation), the funds it receives from the European Union 
(it ranks 13th among European universities for the ability to attract funds 
from Horizon 2020), the involvement in urban and regional transformation, 
the sustainable growth in favour of local companies and multinationals.

On the other hand, Politecnico di Milano suffers from an inadequate 
public funding system, from spaces and laboratories that do not meet the 
standards of the best international campuses, from a net prevalence of 
technical and engineering disciplines, from the almost total absence of 
life sciences (considerably reducing the interdisciplinary potential), from 
a still rather significant gender gap, and from a strong local technological 
transfer that is still weak, compared to broader contexts.

A picture that reveals both opportunities and threats, ranging from 
Milano’s potential to Italian political instability; from Made in Italy to 
the restraining effect of bureaucracy; from science’s ability to interpret 
the transformations of society to the effort required today to face an 
unexpected threat, such as the one presented by Covid-19.

We have therefore established the goals for the next three years and the 
main elements of our programme by clearly outlining the starting points, by 
defining the strong and weak aspects of our university as it appears today 
in the local and international scene.
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STRONG POINTS

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAK POINTS

THREATS

QUALITY AND RATE 
OF EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES

MILANO, INTERNATIONAL CITY 

INADEQUATE FUNDS

STRONG COMPETITION WITH INTERNATIONAL 
UNIVERSITIES (TO ATTRACT STUDENTS, 

PROFESSORS AND FUNDS)

STRONG COMPETENCE 
IN THE DISCIPLINES OFFERED

LOMBARDY REGION
INNOVATION DRIVING FORCE

SMALL NUMBER OF PHD STUDENTS

WIDESPREAD SOCIAL DISTRUST IN 
COMPETENCE AND IN KNOWLEDGE

THE INSTITUTION’S REPUTATION

MADE IN ITALY, AN ATTITUDE THAT 
COMBINES CREATIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY

LIMITED SPACE FOR DEVELOPMENT

LOSS OF CREDIBILITY 
OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

RELATIONS WITH COMPANIES

STRONG IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
 IN DAILY LIFE

LOW INTERDISCIPLINARY LEVELS

POLITICAL INSTABILITY
AND UNSTABLE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

INTERNATIONALISATION PATH

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

INCREASING FOCUS ON THE CREATIVE 
AND HUMANISTIC ASPECTS 

RICH CULTURAL HERITAGE 

INCREASED OPPORTUNITIES TO ATTRACT 
TALENTS AND HIGH MOBILITY

NEW POST COVID-19 RECOVERY SCENARIOS

ABSENCE OF «LIFE SCIENCES»

INSUFFICIENT FUNDS FOR RESEARCH 
AND EDUCATION

WEAK INTERNATIONAL 
TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFER

HIGH BUREAUCRATIC LEVELS

GENDER GAP
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POLICIES FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS

To become a reference for both Italy and the international university system, 
Politecnico di Milano plans on implementing policies that can be traced to 
three pillars:

 
THE INDIVIDUAL
Underscoring human values and needs, placing the human being at the 
centre of the paths we shall follow, making the most of talent and capability 
to understand and face the great technological and social challenges.

 
GLOBAL CAMPUS
Guaranteeing physical spaces and innovative services that favour the 
integration of national and international students, professors, researchers, 
and Alumni who distinguish themselves in the world.

 
IMPACT
Increasing the contribution that Politecnico di Milano is capable of generating 
in favour of society, of scientific and technological innovation for sustainable 
and inclusive development.



THE INDIVIDUAL

The overwhelming progress of technological innovation has changed our 
way of living, working and establishing mutual relations, thus marking an 
epoch-making change of pace. However, this development must remain 
«human». And most importantly so in the light of medical and social crisis, 
which has undermined our certainties.

Therefore, we shall start from the individual by doing our outmost to favour 
policies that improve enrolment and recruitment standards for students 
and professors, by increasing growth opportunities within the university. A 
particular attention will be given to the development of new research Ph.D. 
programmes and to the promotion of new opportunities for young talents. 
We shall respond to the crisis by starting from knowledge and competence.

Underscoring excellence also means supporting equal opportunities 
and actions designed to cultivate and enhance the value of Politecnico 
di Milano’s community. That is why we are extending scholarships and 
financial aid, with measures designed to favour the best students.

Guided by these goals, we shall strengthen the level of customisation 
of growth paths, encouraging passion and individual inclinations, 
considering also life-long education, ensuring greater osmosis between 
educational sessions and work experiences.

ACTIONS FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS

IMPROVE THE QUALITY 
OF RECRUITMENT AND 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROGRAMMES

• STRENGTHEN THE PH.D.  
 PROGRAMME, EVEN CONCERNING  
 INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS

• STIMULATE  TALENT  
 DEVELOPMENT  
 PROGRAMMES  
 FOR RESEARCHERS

FAVOUR EQUAL  
OPPORTUNITIES  
(POP POLIMI)

• FOSTER THE EQUAL 
 OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMME, 
 STARTING FROM GENDER POLICIES

• UNDERSCORE THE VALUE  
 OF DIVERSITY AND ENCOURAGE 
 MEASURES THAT FAVOUR  
 INCLUSION

• SUPPORT FINANCIAL AID  
 AND MERIT-BASED  
 SCHOLARSHIPS

 

UNDERSCORE THE  
IMPORTANCE OF STUDENTS, 
PROFESSORS AND TECHNICAL-
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

• INCREASE MOBILITY 

• SUPPORT INTEGRATION  
 PROGRAMMES

INCREASE THE LEVEL  
OF CUSTOMISATION 
OF GROWTH PATHWAYS

• DEVELOP THE USE  
 OF UNIVERSITY DATA  
 (DATA ANALYTICS CENTRE)

• PROMOTE A NEW LIFELONG  
 LEARNING PROGRAMME

• REINFORCE THE COMMUNITY  
 OF ALUMNI, ALSO IN THE  
 INTERNATIONAL SCENE

OUTGOING STUDENTS

+25%
INDIVIDUAL 

EUROPEAN GRANTS

30

STUDY PROGRAMMES
WITH GENDER BALANCE

+20%

PhD STUDENTS

+20%
FUNDRAISING

FROM DONORS

€ 10 MLN

OUR COMMITMENTS

NEW OPENING 
OF THE DATA 

ANALYTICS CENTRE 

NEW DIGITAL 
LIFELONG 

PROGRAMME
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ACTIONS FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS

BOOST INTERNATIONAL   
ACTIVITIES

• INCREASE INITIATIVES  
 IN CHINA, STARTING FROM  
 THE NEW VENUE IN XI’AN

• ORGANIZE AN INITIATIVE  
 FOR UNIVERSITY EDUCATION  
 IN AFRICA

CONTINUE THE  
SUSTAINABILITY PATH 
(SUSTAINABLE CAMPUS  
AND VIVIPOLIMI) 

• COMPLETE THE PROJECT  
 VIVIPOLIMI@GREEN

• INCREASE THE NUMBER  
 OF ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED  
 BY SPORT@POLIMI

STRENGTHEN EXPERIMENTAL 
LABORATORIES

• CREATE NEW LABORATORY  
 FACILITIES ON STRATEGIC TOPICS

LAUNCH A “PHYGITAL CAMPUS” 
(PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) THAT 
CONVERGES DIGITAL TOOLS  
AND THE QUALITY OF BOTH 
ACTUAL SPACE AND SERVICES

• IMPROVE THE TOOLS  
 AND DISTANCE LEARNING METHODS  
 IN RESPONSE TO POST-COVID-19  
 TRANSFORMATIONS

• RENOVATE THE UNIVERSITY  
 CLASSROOM WITH DIGITAL  
 TECHNOLOGIES AND INNOVATIVE  
 TEACHING METHODS

• STRENGTHEN RELATIONS  
 BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE  
 IN EDUCATION

• FACILITATE INTEGRATION  
 AMONG DISCIPLINES WITH  
 A PROJECT DEDICATED TO SCIENCE,  
 TECHNOLOGY & HUMANITIES  
 (META)

GLOBAL CAMPUS

Global campus means recognising oneself in an open, international and 
multiform university. A dimension that necessarily entails strengthening 
our presence in the global system. A Politecnico that “feels at home” in 
Milano and in the world. A university that, instead of clamming up against 
the crisis generated by the pandemic, responds by making the most of 
the opportunities offered through continuous interaction both in Italy and 
abroad.

The basics of technical and scientific know-how, which underpin our 
educational offer and are consistent with international trends, will be 
increasingly enriched by a multicultural and humanistic approach, 
by the implementation of an innovative digitisation programme, by 
strengthening the bond between theory and practice, and by improving 
laboratories and research facilities. An innovative concept of teaching, 
which integrates physical presence with digital tools for remote connection, 
will be combined with redefined classrooms and teaching methods.

Moreover, being a Global Campus also means adapting to the best 
standards not only in terms of services offered but also of sustainable 
development of spaces. Hence, we shall increase initiatives designed to 
improve campus life, taking into account living, studying and aggregation 
needs, in view of enhancing the value of the venues at the Politecnico and 
in the city of Milano.

 INNOVATIVE 
CLASSROOMS

+300%
NEW TREES

500

META ENROLLED STUDENTS 
(TECHNOLOGY  & HUMANITIES)

2,000

LABORATORY INITIATIVES IN 
THE XI’AN CAMPUS (CHINA)

30
NEW STRATEGIC
LABORATORIES

3

OUR COMMITMENTS

ENROLLMENTS TO POLISPORT

+100%
EDUCATIONAL 

OFFER IN 
AFRICA
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ACTIONS FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS

MAXIMIZE THE IMPACT  
OF OUR ACTIVITIES ON  
AN INTERNATIONAL SCALE

• CONSOLIDATE ALLIANCES  
 WITH THE EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY 
 SYSTEM THROUGH THE ENHANCE  
 NETWORK

• ENCOURAGE TECHNOLOGICAL  
 TRANSFER WITH VENTURE CAPITAL  
 INVESTMENTS ON A EUROPEAN  
 SCALE AND THROUGH POLIHUB

• UNDERSCORE THE VALUE  
 OF FONDAZIONE POLITECNICO  
 DI MILANO IN THE INTERNATIONAL  
 SCENE

• ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE  
 IN THE NEW HORIZON  
 EUROPE PROGRAMME

COMMUNICATE 
EFFECTIVELY

• INCREASE THE UNIVERSITY’S  
 AUTHORITATIVENESS

• PROMOTE OUR CAMPUSES  
 AS PLACES OF CULTURE,  
 WICH ARE OPEN TO THE CITY

 

PARTICIPATE IN ITALY’S 
INDUSTRIAL POLICIES

• CREATE A CORPORATE OFFICE TO  
 MEET THE NEEDS OF  
 THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

• DEVELOP A CLOSER PARTNERSHIP  
 WITH SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE  
 COMPANIES

• STRENGTHEN PARTNERSHIPS  
 WITH COMPANIES: JOINT RESEARCH  
 CENTER (JRC)

• ORGANIZE RESEARCH  
 AND INNOVATION-BASED INITIATIVES  
 DURING THE POST-COVID-19  
 RECOVERY PHASE

CONSOLIDATE PUBLIC 
ENGAGEMENT

• EXPAND THE “OFF CAMPUS”  
 PROGRAMME IN THE MILANESE  
 SUBURBS

• DRAW UP THE FIRST SOCIAL  
 IMPACT BUDGET

STRENGTHEN TECHNOLOGICAL 
FORESIGHT AND RESEARCH  
IN KEY AREAS

• CREATE A CENTRE  
 OF TECHNOLOGICAL FORESIGHT  
 AT THE SERVICE OF THE COUNTRY  
 AND OF COMPANIES 

IMPACT

Consistently with the latest global trends, and strengthened by relations 
established, the Politecnico plans on enhancing its impact on society by 
favouring sustainable and responsible scientific and technological 
innovation capable of contributing to post-Covid-19 progress. This impact 
will increasingly be generated by accessing European funds for research, by 
interacting and exchanging resources with other international universities, 
and by promoting technological transfer on a global scale.

It will be essential to state our role in defining industrial policies, 
through continuous interaction with large multinational groups and small 
and medium size companies. For which, Politecnico di Milano plans on 
being a platform for technological development, dimensional growth 
and visibility. The university’s role in defining technological perspectives 
(technology foresight) for Italy will also be essential.

Not least of all, our university considers public commitment a core 
element, an essential value. It is the expression of a sense of belonging and 
of social usefulness that establishes a bond between us and the needs of 
territories and of communities. We are a place of culture, project planning 
and responsible research to create interventions capable of producing a 
positive impact on the community.

NEW OFF-CAMPUS 
INITIATIVES

3
SOCIAL IMPACT 

BUDGET

JRC WITH COMPANIES

€ 50 MLN

HORIZON EUROPE FUNDS

€ 60 MLN
EUROPEAN  

VENTURE CAPITAL FUND

€ 300 MLN

OUR COMMITMENTS

CENTRE FOR 
TECHNOLOGICAL 

FORESIGHT

CREATION OF A  
EUROPEAN TECHNICAL 

UNIVERSITY
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THE MAP OF THE NEXT THREE YEARS

26 27

THE GREAT CHALLENGES: BEYOND 2022

Politecnico di Milano is a place for experimentation and project planning for 
collective development. In order to face the crucial themes of tomorrow’s 
society, it is essential to implement the policies described. Hence, the 
Politecnico contributes its know-how and expertise to accept challenges 
ranging far beyond the deadline of 2022.

It does so by responding to the growing rate of population ageing with new 
services and products: from biomedical applications to project planning of new 
living environments. Studying solutions that favour food sustainability:  
from agriculture that integrates innovative technologies to correct value chain 
management. Exploiting the opportunities offered by big data, which are 
successfully applicable within the healthcare system. Designing a smart 
city that responds to the needs of residents: from architectural renewal to 
safety, environmental sustainability and social inclusion. Contributing to a 
manufacturing system that exploits the benefits of energy transition, 
new production technologies, cooperative robotics and circular economy. 
By developing the theme of employment and of new professions, not only 
by conceiving new study curricula but also with continuous education 
(essential to place workers back in contexts that are rapidly vanishing). This 
will be implemented with a focus on circular economy, sustainability and 
climate change.

Politecnico di Milano plans on leading the major changes in progress, aware 
that the greatest challenge is to conceive a world that is transformed, affected 
by an epoch-making event, such as the spread of the Covid-19 virus. This 
dramatic moment has created a highly vulnerable situation. We shall stand 
up again and face uncertainty with the tools of knowledge and technology. An 
ethical responsibility, which both science and technology must fully accept. 
The University’s main duty will increasingly be that of turning risks into 
opportunities, of conceiving and facing historic challenges, of reviewing itself 
and its mission by converging knowledge and a higher calling, precisely that of 
building resilience in the future generations.

IM
PA

C
T

GLOBAL CAMPUS
INDIVIDUAL

TECHNOLOGY
FORESIGHT

CORPORATE
OFFICE

PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT

META 2.0
(TECHNOLOGY  

& HUMANITIES)

EUROPEAN 
VENTURE CAPITAL

FUND

A EUROPEAN  
TECHNICAL  
UNIVERSITY
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POLITECNICO DI MILANO  
IS THE ABILITY TO IMAGINE  
AND PLAN THE FUTURE.

POLITECNICO DI MILANO  
IS THE KNOWLEDGE AND STRENGTH  
TO ACHIEVE IT.



THE STRATEGIC PLAN 2020-2022 OF POLITECNICO  
DI MILANO CONVEYS THE IMAGE OF AN ITALIAN CULTURAL 
INSTITUTION DETERMINED TO PLAY A LEADING ROLE,  
TO PLACE ITS KNOW-HOW AT THE COUNTRY’S SERVICE 
IN ORDER TO MAKE THE MOST OF THE  TECHNOLOGICAL 
OPPORTUNITIES. POLITECNICO IS A CENTRAL 
CONTEMPORARY PLAYER, FIRMLY CONVINCED THAT THE 
EUROPEAN IDENTITY IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE DRIVER OF 
DEVELOPMENT IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES.  
HENCE, IT PROUDLY OFFERS ITS CONTRIBUTION,  
WHICH IS NECESSARY TODAY MORE THAN EVER.


